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Abstract
Consider a rigid body immersed in a fluid which exerce on it contact forces modelized by the cauchy stress tensor, while the velocity
field of the fluid obey to Navier-Stokes equations. The total system is
contained in a bounded domain Ω of R3 or R2 . Since the body is moving as time evolve, the domain in which we solve the Navier-Stokes
equations is function of the time. We denote by S(t) and F(t) the
sets occupied respectively by the solid and by the fluid.
We are looking for a fluid velocity field uf , a solid velocity field us ,
sets F(t),and S(t) that solve the following system :



∂t uf + uf · ∇uf = ∆uf + ∇p,





∇ · uf = 0,



u = 0,
f

uf = us ,


R



ml′ (t) = − ∂S(t) Σ(uf (t, xt ), p(t, xt )) · n



 d J (t)r(t) = − R
dt
∂S(t) (Σ(uf (t, xt ), p(t, xt )) · n) ∧ (xt − ht )
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(1)
The last two equations describe the movement of the solid, and are
nothing but Newton second law on the mass center of the solid and
angular momentum conservation law of the solid. h(t) is the solid’s
mass center position at time t, l(t) denotes its mass center velocity
at time t, r(t) its angular velocity vector and J (t) its inertia matrix
at time t. Σ(u, p) := −pId+(∇u)+(∇u)T is the Cauchy stress tensor.
Here the system has been prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions
also known as ”no slip conditions”, other boundary conditions can be

∈ F(t)
∈ F(t)
∈ ∂Ω
∈ ∂S(t)

asked such as Navier boundary conditions (”slip conditions”) which
seem to lead to more physically acceptable solutions of this system.
Weak solutions to this system with both boundary conditions have
been defined and constructed in [1] [2] [3].
For Dirichlet boundary conditions in 2 dimensions, uniqueness for theses weak solution up to collision of the solid with the boundary ∂Ω
have been proved in [4]
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